INTERACTIVE METHODS OF PATRIOTIC EDUCATION
FOR FUTURE NAVAL CADETS: INTERNATIONAL DIMENSIONS

ABSTRACT
The article deals with the scientific issue of using interactive methods in the system of patriotic education for future naval specialists in the context of foreign scholars’ views. It shows that given today’s historical and socio-economic conditions, it is vital to abandon excessive ideology and ideological monopoly, schematism and formalism in the educational process, implement more effective educational technologies and, most importantly, create a new system of forming patriots using interactive methods. The article proves that since interactive methods enhance pedagogical interaction, communication, exchange of activities and their diversity, they manage to improve the behaviour and activities of naval cadets towards patriotic education. It also indicates that the introduction of interactive and communicative forms of personality-oriented education in patriotic education of naval cadets mostly depends on the invariants of personality-oriented approach to the educational process. It is because naval students choose moral norms, values, lifestyles and thus acquire positive personal experience through their participation in such forms of learning. A prerequisite for fulfilling the goals of patriotic education is appropriate methodical training of university teachers. However, there are no original methods characteristic of especially patriotic education of students. One cannot develop students’ patriotic feelings, patriotic identity, spirituality, culture, independence, initiative, and sociality socialize with traditional methods only. In this regard, some scholars believe that interactive methods have proved to be most effective concerning patriotic education as interactivity enables interpersonal cognitive communication and interaction between all education stakeholders.
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АНОТАЦІЯ
Стаття розглядає наукову проблему використання інтерактивних методів у системі національного-патріотичного виховання майбутніх фахівців морської галузі у контексті поглядів зарубіжних науковців. З'ясовано, що у сучасних історичних та соціально-економічних умовах, відмовившись від звідної ідеологізації та світоглядного монополізму, схематизму і формалізму в педагогічному процесі, а також євальна більш ефективні освітні технології, національна освіта створює нову систему формування патріотів своєї держави засобами навчально-виховної діяльності. Встановлено, що оскільки інтерактивні методи характеризуються посиленою педагогічною взаємодією, інтенсивністю комунікації, обміном діяльностями, зміною і різноманітністю її видів, форм і прийомів, цілеспрямованою рефлексією учасників, то освітнім результатом їх реалізації
The issue of patriotic education of the younger generation is of particular importance today. Lately, Ukraine has been striving to revive the system of patriotic education, lost due to socio-economic, political, and educational reforms in the 20th century. Given ongoing reforms in Ukrainian education, it is possible by updating and introducing new interactive technologies and forms for organizing the educational process, humanizing education, and changing teachers’ attitude to the use of pedagogical innovations. Professional education should prioritize patriotic education as part of professional training, especially of naval cadets since they should be able to feel responsibility for Ukraine’s independence, preserve its material and spiritual values and respect other nations and peoples.

It must be noted that many Ukrainian and foreign scholars have devoted their studies to various aspects of patriotic education. However, there is still no research on peculiar aspects of this issue, in particular, interactive forms of patriotic education for future naval cadets in the international context. Therefore, this article is indeed relevant can be of use to those engaged in related research.

THE AIM OF THE STUDY
The article aims to analyze the use of interactive methods of patriotic education for future naval cadets based on the views of foreign researchers.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND RESEARCH METHODS
As noted by Peters (2010), “citizenship culture is more diffuse today, especially for Western countries outside the US and the young grow up with internationalist and cosmopolitan sentiment” (p. ix). Besides, the EU grows “through the combined processes of enlargement and integration”, which means that “the issue of citizenship both constitutionally and legally becomes more layered and more complex, and the basis for
patriotism becomes more diffuse” (Peters, 2010, p. x). Curren, & Dorn (2018) also state that “the promotion of patriotism has figured prominently in the history of public schooling in the United States, always with the idea that patriotism is both inherently admirable attribute and essential motivational basis for good citizenship” (p. ix). Fairbrother (2013) studied China’s legislative documents on patriotic education and concluded that patriotic education is to fulfil several functions: 1) to ensure territorial integrity and national unity; 2) to raise awareness of international relations among the population; 3) to assure state legitimacy; 4) to promote development and modernisation (p. 158). At the same time, Rapoport (2018) indicates that “public schools have become a locus of two citizenship discourses: the discourse of national citizenship, which for a long time has served as the ultimate purpose of public education, and the discourse of global citizenship, which is forcefully and continuously seeking a proper place in school curricula despite the lack of curricula heritage” (p. 4).

Thus, one can conclude that patriotic education implies systematic and purposeful activities of education stakeholders to form patriotic consciousness based on loyalty to the homeland and readiness to fulfill civic duty and constitutional responsibilities to protect its interests.

Regarding the latest technologies of patriotic education, quite noteworthy are active methods of personality-oriented education, which allow future specialists, especially future naval specialists, to gain valuable personal experience, realize universal human values, teach them to show initiative, creativity and autonomy and encourage them towards self-expression and self-realization. A theoretical analysis of the issue in question shows that the following interactive forms of naval cadets’ patriotic education are especially productive: creative projects, workshops, asphalt art, historical quests, patriotic flash mobs, volunteer actions, real or virtual trips, memorial evenings for heroes, debates on the history of the navy (Lundvall, 2010; Buehl, 2013; Jia, 2012; Cunningham, & Hubbold, 2012; Blommaert, 2004; Creme, 2003; Huang, Jeng, & Huang, 2009; Rogers, 1995; Virvou, Katsionis, & Manos, 2005). They help one to optimize the learning activities of naval students, develop their corporate culture and teach them to establish tolerant relations. Since interactive methods enhance pedagogical interaction, communication, exchange of activities and their diversity, they manage to improve behaviour and activities of naval cadets towards patriotic education. Further elaboration of this issue is provided in the Results section.

Given the specifics of the discussed above, research methods are mostly theoretical and include the following: analysis and synthesis of philosophical and pedagogical literary sources, generalization, and systematization of the obtained results.

RESULTS

The introduction of interactive and communicative forms of personality-oriented education in patriotic education of naval cadets mostly depends on the invariants of a personality-oriented approach to the educational process. It is because naval students choose moral norms, values, lifestyles and thus acquire positive personal experience through their participation in such forms of learning. A prerequisite for fulfilling the goals of patriotic education is appropriate methodical training of university teachers. However, there are no original methods characteristic of especially patriotic education of students. One cannot develop students’ patriotic feelings, patriotic identity, spirituality, culture, independence, initiative, and sociality socialize with traditional methods only. In this regard, some scholars believe that interactive methods have proved to be most effective
concerning patriotic education as interactivity enables interpersonal cognitive communication and interaction between all education stakeholders (Blommaert, 2004; Buehl, 2013; Cunningham, &Hubbold, 2012; Jia, 2012; Merrill, &Merrill, 2020).

Debates, as a technology of group activity, have the great educational potential to implement patriotic education of naval cadets. They develop logic, critical thinking, systemic vision and teach students to recognize multiple approaches to solving educational and other problems. Importantly, debates should focus on a topic that 1) does not give preference to either party; 2) addresses significant issues; 3) is relevant and thought-provoking; 4) is in the form of an affirmative sentence; 4) is accorded with the curriculum (Davies, 2017). It must be noted that debates allow teachers to realize educational tasks to increase naval cadets’ motivation towards patriotic actions since the opposing teams, which usually consist of three people, make arguments that confirm or refute the stated topic.

Osborn’s (2012) brainstorming method can be used to identify as many different ideas as possible to solve a particular problem. In particular, the group chooses a facilitator to manage the discussion of the problem and a secretary to record the ideas. The basic rule of brainstorming is to forbid criticism of any idea, no matter how unusual it may seem. At the first stage, the group needs to generate ideas quickly. At the second stage, the group analyzes the ideas, considering them critically, although the rule is not to rush to reject and find the opportunity to apply any of the proposals. The third stage lies in presenting the results under the following principle: the most optimal solution, or two or three most successful proposals, or merely a practical and unusual proposal. There may be a fourth stage during which the group presents all the ideas, even remotely effective, that can be used to solve the problem (Osborn, 2012).

Below are methodical guidelines for using the brainstorming method:
1. One should formulate a problem in basic terms and determine its focal point.
2. One should not declare untrue ideas or stop researching any idea.
3. One should respect an idea of any kind, even if its relevance now seems questionable.
4. One should provide the support and encouragement necessary to help participants feel more relaxed.
5. One should evaluate and select ideas only after the meeting with the help of a group of experts participating in the discussion (Osborn, 2012).

The recommended number of participants ranges from 4 to 15 people, and the time from 15 minutes to 1 hour. The group of experts analyzes the statements of the participants and selects first the ideas that can be implemented and then those that seem the most original and optimal (Osborn, 2012).

Many scholars consider the method of projects as a pedagogical technology of the 21st century as it ensures multifunctional activities of participants, encourages them to show intellectual abilities, moral and communicative qualities, as well as develops their goal-setting, self-education, and self-organization skills (Alford, 2019).

It is also essential to consider the advantages of implementing the method of projects in patriotic education of naval cadets:
1. Students learn how to acquire and use knowledge independently and, consequently, solve new cognitive and practical problems.
2. Students improve their communication skills, i.e., the ability to work in different groups and perform different social roles (leader, performer, facilitator).
3. Students can get acquainted with different cultures and worldviews.
4. Students learn how to use research methods, namely, to collect the necessary information, facts, analyze them from different points of view, make hypotheses, draw conclusions (Alford, 2019).

The basic requirements for using the method of projects are as follows:
1) the presence of a relevant research problem/task, which requires integrated knowledge;
2) practical, theoretical, and cognitive significance of the expected results;
3) independent (individual, pair, group) activities;
4) the structurization of the project’s content (including stage-by-stage results);
5) the use of research methods that involve a certain sequence of actions, described below.

As part of the method of projects, research methods require one
1) to identify the problem and related research tasks (using the brainstorming method and round table discussions during joint research);
2) to hypothesize their solutions;
3) to discuss research methods (statistical, experimental);
4) to discuss ways to design the final results (presentations, creative projects, reviews);
5) to collect, systematize and analyze the obtained data;
6) to formulate conclusions and identify prospects for further research (Bake, 2006).

Thus, one can conclude that the method of projects makes it possible to shape a cognitive component of patriotic education for naval cadets. Consequently, it allows one to expand their knowledge on the history of Ukraine, folk traditions, customs, and national culture due to independent research.

CONCLUSIONS

Given today’s historical and socio-economic conditions, it is vital to abandon excessive ideology and ideological monopoly, schematism and formalism in the educational process, implement more effective educational technologies and, most importantly, create a new system of forming patriots using interactive methods.

The introduction of interactive methods helps solve important tasks of professional education for future naval specialists, including those of patriotic education. Indeed, interactive methods of patriotic education for future naval cadets ensure:
1) their socialization, disclosure of creative potential, development of inner freedom;
2) the formation of civic worldview;
3) the cultivation of patriotic qualities;
4) the preparation for future professional activities under the conditions of establishment and development of a democratic state governed by law.

We believe that the use of interactive methods in patriotic education of naval cadets will boost their positive motivation to consciously fulfil the social role of the citizen, develop their patriotic consciousness, activate their life position, and promote social responsibility.

Further research should aim to study the use of interactive methods in patriotic education of naval cadets in the experience of the developed countries (the UK, Germany, France, the USA).
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